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Free Webinar Thursday 11/19 at 1:00PM
“So..What Does the Election Mean?”
https://zoom.us/j/510306287
Or join by phone: (646) 558-8656 or (669) 900-6833
Webinar ID: 510 306 287
Now that we have an apparent winner in the Presidential election,
we can take a look ahead at the legal and regulatory issues of
importance to broadcasters that may be on the agenda of a new
administration and a new Congress. Issues like ownership rules,
music royalties, FCC EEO rules, regulation of online competitors
and the general public interest obligations of broadcasters, may all
be considered by any new administration.
Join David Oxenford of Washington DC law firm Wilkinson Barker Knauer for an assessment of how
these and other issues may play out over the next year.

VAB Remembers Engineer Wayne Rosberg
Wayne Scot Rosberg passed away following a courageous
battle with cancer at his home in Jeffersonville on
Wednesday, October 28, 2020.
Wayne attended the UVM before starting his career as an
engineer in public broadcasting. He worked at Vermont ETV,
later Vermont PBS, for 29 years, working through the ranks
from master control operator to Vice President of Engineering.
He spearheaded many rebuilding projects while there.
In 2001, Wayne started his own consulting firm, Cambridge
Communications & Technical Services. He worked with
several public broadcast stations to facilitate projects such as
the conversion to digital transmission and relocation of
facilities. He offered computer consultation and repair to many
customers in the Jeffersonville area who greatly appreciated
his help.

Read Wayne's Full Obituary

VAB "Production of the Year" Entries In Review
Thank you to everyone who submitted entries into the VAB Production of the Year
Competition!
Entries have been sent on to broadcasters in New Mexico to be reviewed and scored
and winners will be announced sometime around mid December!

VT Dept. of Tourism & Marketing Announces
Multiple Marketing Initiatives
Vermont Department of Tourism & Marketing will soon launch
a holiday shopping promotional campaign across "an array of
media". Statewide, the campaign will encourage online and
brick-and-mortar shopping at Vermont-based merchants.
Upon learning of this project, the VAB immediately contacted
VDTM Commissioner Heather Pelham, to both provide her
with an updated version of the VT Radio & TV Advertising
Directory as well as to make sure as many local radio and TV
stations as possible are included in the "array of media" being
purchased to advertise the campaign. Commissioner Pelham
gave the following very encouraging response;
"Yes, local broadcast media will be a big part of this campaign. HMC Advertising holds a contract with the
state for media buying, so we will be utilizing HMC for media buying for this project – but that said, the VT
Radio & TV Advertising Directory you provided is very welcome. We did actually distribute the last
directory you provided to all 60+ of our regional marketing grant recipients, so hopefully those
organizations have been using it to take advantage of the opportunities your stations provide."
Commissioner Pelham went on to say, "We will also be running a separate 6-week in-state campaign
around ski safety messaging that Karen Fahey has been negotiating for us. Finally we have an
entertainment initiative in the works for the end of the year, as well as a smaller event we are promoting
this week, and local broadcast media is/will be part of both of those promotions."

Your 2021 Budget - It's Time To Think Differently
By Jay Meyers, President & CEO,
Broadcast Management and Technology
I truly learned about budgeting when I walked into a
Department Head meeting at my first major market radio
station a month after I became the Program Director. The GM
announced it was time to budget for the next year and handed
out a 13 column accounting spreadsheet to each department
head with the expense items on the left and the months
across the top and said “I need your budget requests back to
me in three weeks.” And though I was a novice, I was able to
accomplish that task because I was also given historical data
for my department from the last three years. And my
department budget merged with other departments, which
merged with sales forecasts prepared the same way.
And though the years have come and gone and my
responsibilities increased to running companies as the CEO,
and handling a half billion dollar region of the industry’s
largest company, at its very basic, how I did budgeting
remained the same.
Although 13 column spreadsheets have given way to individual tabs in Excel, I have always required my
companies to start at the very basic level, each department submitting their own expense budget, each
sales person working account by account preparing their proposed budget, which merges into each
station or cluster’s goals.
But what about 2021? We are in a COVID controlled economy, our industry has taken 40, 50 even 60%
hits in monthly revenue. Of what true value is 2020 history when preparing next year’s budget? The cold
fact is there is only one answer to that question, and the answer is “absolutely nothing”. Regardless of
where you are in your process as you read this, the only proper way to approach 2021 is to have a
universal goal and then put a business plan together to try your best to achieve it. Spending hours and
hours of your employee’s time preparing the 2021 budget is non-productive. Let me explain to you why.
If I said to you that the goal for next year is to grow the business back to 2019 levels, I’m sure you would
agree that would be a fairly good goal. How about if I said to you that the goal next year is to grow the
business over 33%. Your response would be “that’s impossible, that can never be done”. But if your
business this year was off 25% from 2019, the two goals mentioned in this paragraph are exactly the

same. It’s simple math, if you lose 25%, you must grow over 33% to get back to the previous level.
Those kind of numbers in an Excel spreadsheet will literally scare the average salesperson to death. The
truth is that your employee’s time this year is far better spent out on the streets selling, your staff being a
resource to your clients, being creative and closing business. Spending hours and hours of useful time
preparing a budget in an uncertain economy is more for style than substance and is more about process
than performance. I have always felt strongly that the most successful companies focus on performance,
and the less than best, the mediocre or worse companies spend a lot of time focusing on process.
So, what do you do? We need goals, we need some kind of budget to define the rules of
engagement. How do we define a business plan for 2021? Here is a step by step idea.
1. Lay in your 2019 final revenue figures in your initial budget pass
2. On the expense side, lay in your average monthly run rate June-October (with sales costs loading
in based on the revenue figures). The assumption here is that by June you would have adjusted
your business to COVID expense levels.
3. If you have reduced salaries of current employees, adjust their salary back to pre-COVID levels
4. Remove the typical columns of previous year (2020) and percent change as they are not relevant
for all the reasons mentioned above.
At this point you will have a reasonable first pass working budget. Now is the time to get your senior team
involved.
1. Have your sales manager(s) review the monthly revenue figures to see if they make sense based
on where your business currently sits. Ask them to make adjustments by moving revenue
between months while retaining the total yearly goal.
2. Review your projected 2021 bottom line compared to 2019 to see if it is truly reasonable. It is
highly likely that your initial pass will produce a significantly larger BCF number than 2019
because you will be running at your new normal expense level
3. Make a reasonable decision as to what would be a good target bottom line in the current climate.
4. Make adjustments to either revenue (minus) or expenses (plus – but only if the additional expense
is actually going to enhance your capability to make the revenue numbers) to achieve the
reasonable BCF number you have chosen.
Now you have your second pass budget and are pretty close to being done.
1. With your senior team, review your prepared 2021 budget one more time and make any changes
that seem necessary. If you have done the first two passes correctly, it’s likely you’ll have few to
none.
2. Have your sales manager(s) determine what portion of the revenue budget each salesperson is
responsible for and give them their goals.
3. Ask each sales person for their business plan (on an account by account basis) for achieving
those goals. In a normal budget cycle, this would have been one of the first steps, but in COVID
world, it becomes the final step.
And now you’re done, and ready to get to work in 2021 on re-growing your business. By doing it this way,
instead of taking your sales team off the streets during this critical time, their time will be spent creating
revenue. Their business plans can be due back to you on December 30th and be prepared during the
traditional down time making your overall effort for the rest of the quarter more productive.
A couple of quick thoughts on operating in 2021.
1. If you are operating on reduced salaries, do not return people to 100% on January 1st just
because that is how you prepared your budget. Make the adjustment when your revenue
performance warrants it. You’ll have expense savings earlier in the year but will have the correct
amount budgeted when/if your revenue warrants it.
2. Think long and hard about what you learned while operating in 2020. COVID has reshaped many
industries operating norms, and we are no exception. Decide which changes have caused
hardship and which changes have been good for your business and proceed accordingly. Look for
opportunities to return to the old way in the hardship cases and allow the good cases to become
your new normal.
Feel free to email me at jaymeyers@BMTllc.com or call me at (859) 653-4630 if you have any questions
about this article. Wishing you great success in the year ahead. Stay healthy and safe!

